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Abstract
Recently Y. Baba [Y. Baba, On self-duality of Auslander rings of local serial rings, Comm. Algebra 30
(6) (2002) 2583–2592] proved that certain quasi-Harada rings have a self-duality. In this paper, we also
investigate left quasi-Harada rings and obtain several results including an improvement of the result of
Y. Baba and applications to self-duality of locally distributive rings. Particularly we shall obtain several
results related to Azumaya’s conjecture (“every exact artinian ring has a self-duality”).
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0. Introduction
Y. Baba and K. Iwase [8] called a left artinian ring R a left quasi-Harada ring in case every fi-
nitely generated projective right R-module is quasi-injective. Symmetrically right quasi-Harada
rings are defined. Left and right quasi-Harada rings are called quasi-Harada rings. Recently
Y. Baba [7, Theorem 5] proved that if a quasi-Harada ring R satisfies the two conditions:
(∗) gRg is a local serial ring;
(∗∗) rad(gRg)\ rad(gRg)2 contains a central element of gRg,
then R has a self-duality, where g is an idempotent of R with gR a minimal faithful right R-
module. In this paper, we notice that gRg ∼= EndR(gR) and EndR(E(RR)) are Morita equivalent
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whenever the endomorphism ring EndR(E(RR)) has a good self-duality. Since every serial ring
has a good self-duality, we can improve the result of Y. Baba by these observations. Furthermore,
we note that locally distributive right QF-2 rings are left quasi-Harada. Therefore we can apply
the results for left quasi-Harada rings to locally distributive right QF-2 rings. It is conjectured
that every exact artinian ring (especially, locally distributive ring) has a self-duality (Azumaya’s
conjecture). For the conjecture, we shall obtain several results about (good or almost) self-duality
of locally distributive rings.
Section 1 is devoted to study of inheritances of good self-duality for certain subrings. We shall
call such subrings diagonally complete. We prove that if two rings are Morita dual, then there
exists a one-to-one correspondence between diagonally complete subrings of the two Morita
dual rings via Morita duality (Theorem 1.5) and show that diagonally complete subrings inherit
Morita duality and good self-duality (Theorem 1.10).
In Section 2, we apply results of Section 1 to the endomorphism ring EndR(X) of a finite direct
sum X =⊕ni=1 Xi of quasi-injective right R-modules Xi . Noting that EndR(X) can be repre-
sented by a factor ring of a diagonally complete subring of the endomorphism ring EndR(E(X)),
we show that if EndR(E(X)) has a good self-duality, then EndR(X) also has a good self-duality
(Theorem 2.4).
In Section 3, we investigate relations between left quasi-Harada rings and QF rings. We show
that every left quasi-Harada ring is right artinian and has a right Morita duality (Theorem 3.9)
and that every left quasi-Harada ring can be constructed from a QF ring (Theorem 3.13).
In Section 4, applying the results of Section 2 to left quasi-Harada rings, we investigate
good self-duality of left quasi-Harada rings and obtain an improvement of the result of Y. Baba
[7, Theorem 5] (Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2). We also show that every left quasi-Harada ring
with finite ideal lattice has an almost self-duality, a generalization of self-duality (Theorem 4.10).
Finally, we devote Section 5 to study of self-duality for locally distributive rings. As applica-
tions of the results of preceding sections, for a locally distributive ring R, we show the following:
if R is right QF-2, then R has an almost self-duality, and if R has homogeneous right socle or R
is right serial, then R has a good self-duality (Theorems 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4). We shall also remark
some facts about Azumaya’s conjecture (Theorem 5.7 and Corollaries 5.8 and 5.9). Concluding
the paper, we give an example of indecomposable locally distributive QF rings that realize any
non-cyclic permutation as its Nakayama permutation (Example 5.10).
Throughout this paper, all rings have identity, all modules are unitary and all homomorphisms
are operated on the opposite side of scalars. For a module X over a ring R, we denote the injective
hull, the radical, the socle, and the top of X by E(X), rad(X), soc(X) and top(X), respectively.
Here top(X) is defined by X/ rad(X). We denote by L(X) the lattice of submodules of X. For a
positive integer n, we denote by X(n) the direct sum of n-copies of X. For notation, definitions
and known results in ring theory, we shall mainly refer [2] and [31].
1. Good self-duality of diagonally complete subrings
In this section we deal with Morita duality. Main tools for investigations are double annihilator
properties.
Let XR and SY be modules, let SUR be a bimodule and let μ :Y × X → U be an (S,R)-
bilinear map. For each X′ ⊂ X and Y ′ ⊂ Y , the left annihilator of X′ in Y and the right
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lY (X
′) = {y ∈ Y | μ(y, x′) = 0 (x′ ∈ X′)},
rX(Y
′) = {x ∈ X | μ(y′, x) = 0 (y′ ∈ Y ′)}.
(See [2, p. 280].) The annihilators define mappings between the lattices L(XR) and L(SY ). We
shall mainly treat bilinear maps induced by natural multiplications.
We recall that a bimodule SUR defines a Morita duality in case SUR is faithfully balanced and
both UR and SU are injective cogenerators. We say that R has a right (respectively left) Morita
duality in case there exist a ring S and a bimodule SUR (respectively RUS ) that defines a Morita
duality. For two rings R and S, we say that R is right Morita dual to S (S is left Morita dual to R)
in case there exists a bimodule SUR defining a Morita duality. If SUR defines a Morita duality,
then soc(UR) = soc(SU) (see [31, Lemma 14.4(1)]). So we simply denote soc(U) = soc(UR).
Let R be a semiperfect ring. Following [31, p. 87], we say that a finitely cogenerated injective
right R-module X and a finitely generated projective left R-module Y form a pair in case the sets
of simple submodules of soc(XR) and top(HomR(Y,R)R) are the same within isomorphisms.
For a bimodule SUR defining a Morita duality and for idempotents e ∈ R and f ∈ S, the finitely
cogenerated injective right R-module fUR and the finitely generated projective left R-module
RRe form a pair if and only if f ′ soc(U)e = 0 and f soc(U)e′ = 0 for all primitive idempotents
e′ ∈ eRe and f ′ ∈ f Sf . We note that fUR and RRe form a pair if and only if SUe and f SS
form a pair.
Lemma 1.1. Let SUR define a Morita duality and let {e1, . . . , en} and {f1, . . . , fn} be complete
sets of orthogonal idempotents for R and S, respectively, such that each fiUR and RRei form a
pair.
(1) For each 1 i  n, the bimodule fiSfi fiUeieiRei defines a Morita duality.(2) For each 1 i, j  n, the pairs of annihilators
lfjUei :L(eiRej ejRej ) L(fj Sfj fjUei) : reiRej ,
rfjUei :L(fiSfi fiSfj ) L(fjUeieiRei ) : lfiSfj
are mutually inverse lattice anti-isomorphisms.
(3) For each 1 i, j  n, the pairs of annihilators
lfjUei :L(eiRei eiRej ejRej ) L(fj Sfj fjUeieiRei ) : reiRej ,
rfjUei :L(fiSfi fiSfj fj Sfj ) L(fj Sfj fjUeieiRei ) : lfiSfj
are mutually inverse lattice anti-isomorphisms.
Proof. (1) This follows from [31, Lemma 11.6].
(2) By (1) the bimodule fj Sfj fjUej ejRej defines a Morita duality. Since RR is linearly com-
pact, so is eiRej and hence eiRej is fjUej -reflexive. Therefore by [31, Lemma 2.6]ejRej ejRej
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tors. On the other hand, since fjUR and RRej form a pair, it follows from [31, Lemma 4.10]
that
HomejRej (eiRej , fjUej ) ∼= HomR(eiR,fjU) ∼= fjUei.
Therefore L(eiRej ejRej ) and L(fj Sfj fjUei) are lattice anti-isomorphic via annihilators. Simi-
larly we have the rest of the statement.
(3) These isomorphisms are the restrictions of (2). 
Let R be a ring with complete set {e1, . . . , en} of orthogonal idempotents. Let R′ij be
(eiRei, ejRej )-subbimodules of eiRej for 1 i, j  n. We define (eiRei, ejRej )-subbimodules
of eiRej by
R′ikR′kj =
{
m∑
l=1
albl
∣∣∣ al ∈ R′ik, bl ∈ R′kj (m 1, 1 l m)
}
,
(
R′ik : R′jk
)
l
= {a ∈ eiRej | aR′jk R′ik},(
R′kj : R′ki
)
r
= {a ∈ eiRej | R′kia R′kj}
for 1 i, j, k  n.
Lemma 1.2. Let SUR define a Morita duality and let {e1, . . . , en} and {f1, . . . , fn} be complete
sets of orthogonal idempotents for R and S, respectively, such that each fiUR and RRei form
a pair. Let R′ij be (eiRei, ejRej )-subbimodules of eiRej and let U ′ji = lfjUei (R′ij ) and S′ij =
lfiSfj (U
′
ji) for 1 i, j  n. Then
(1) lfiSfj lfjUei (R′ikR′kj ) = S′ikS′kj .
(2) lfjUei ((R′ik : R′jk)l) = rfjUei ((S′ik : S′jk)l) = S′jkU ′ki .
Proof. This follows from the definitions and Lemma 1.1. 
Let R be a ring with complete set {e1, . . . , en} of orthogonal idempotents. Then R has the
matrix representation
R =
⎡
⎣ e1Re1 · · · e1Ren... ...
enRe1 · · · enRen
⎤
⎦ .
We often denote this matrix representation by [eiRej ]1i,jn or [eiRej ]i,j simply. Similar no-
tation will be used for other rings and bimodules.
Lemma 1.3. Let SUR define a Morita duality and let {e1, . . . , en} and {f1, . . . , fn} be complete
sets of orthogonal idempotents for R and S, respectively, such that each fiUR and RRei form a
pair. Then
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(2) rad(S) = [(rad(fiSfi) : fjSfi)l]i,j = [(rad(fjSfj ) : fjSfi)r ]i,j .
(3) soc(U) = [fiSfj · soc(fjUej )]i,j = [soc(fiUei) · eiRej ]i,j .
Proof. (1) and (2) The case of n = 2 is [25, Corollary 3.4]. Thus the statement follows by induc-
tion.
(3) Since soc(U) = lU (rad(R)) = rU (rad(S)), the statement follows from (1), (2) and
Lemma 1.2(2). 
Let R be a ring and let A be a unital subring of R. We denote by R(R;A) the set of subrings
R′ of R containing A. For a complete set {e1, . . . , en} of orthogonal idempotents for R, the subset⊕n
i=1 eiRei of R is a unital subring. Then a subring R′ of R is inR(R;
⊕n
i=1 eiRei) if and only
if R′ contains all “diagonals” of R for the matrix representation R = [eiRej ]i,j .
Lemma 1.4. Let R be a ring with complete set {e1, . . . , en} of orthogonal idempotents. Then R′
is in R(R;⊕ni=1 eiRei) if and only if there exist (eiRei, ejRej )-subbimodules R′ij of eiRej for
1  i, j  n such that (i) R′ =⊕i,j R′ij , (ii) R′ii = eiRei (1  i  n), and (iii) R′ijR′jk  R′ik
(1 i, j, k  n).
Proof. (⇒). Let R′ ∈R(R;⊕ni=1 eiRei) and let R′ij = eiR′ej for 1 i, j  n. Since eiRei ⊂
R′ and R′ is a subring of R, R′ij satisfy the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii).
(⇐). Routine. 
We now obtain the first theorem, which states the existence of one-to-one correspondence
between certain subrings of two Morita dual rings via Morita duality.
Theorem 1.5. Let SUR define a Morita duality and let {e1, . . . , en} and {f1, . . . , fn} be complete
sets of orthogonal idempotents for R and S, respectively, such that each fiUR and RRei form a
pair. For every R′ ∈R(R;⊕ni=1 eiRei), let
Φ(R′) = S′ =
⊕
i,j
lfiSfj lfjUei
(
eiR
′ej
)
and U ′ =
⊕
i,j
lfjUei
(
eiR
′ej
)
.
Then
(1) Φ is an order-preserving bijection from R(R;⊕ni=1 eiRei) onto R(S;⊕ni=1 fiSfi).
(2) Let U = U/U ′. Then U is an (S′,R′)-bimodule that defines a Morita duality and each fiUR′
and R′R′ei form a pair.
Proof. (1) Let R′ij = eiR′ej , U ′ji = lfjUei (R′ij ) and S′ij = lfiSfj (U ′ji) for 1  i, j  n. Then
R′ = ⊕i,j R′ij , S′ = ⊕i,j S′ij and U ′ = ⊕i,j U ′ji . Since R′ii = eiRei and R′ijR′jk  R′ik by
Lemma 1.4, we have S′ii = fiSfi and S′ij S′jk  S′ik by Lemmas 1.1(3) and 1.2(1). Therefore
S′ is in R(S;⊕ni=1 fiSfi) by Lemma 1.4 again and hence Φ is a map from R(R;⊕ni=1 eiRei)
to R(S;⊕ni=1 fiSfi). It is clear from Lemma 1.1(3) that Φ is an order-preserving bijection.
(2) It is easy from definition that U ′ is an (S′,R′)-subbimodule of U and hence U is an
(S′,R′)-bimodule. Since R′ = eiRei , S′ = fiSfi and U ′ = lfiUei (R′ ) = lfiUei (eiRei) = 0, weii ii ii ii
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defines a Morita duality. Since fjUei ∼= HomejRej (eiRej , fjUej ) by the proof of Lemma 1.1,
we have
HomejR′ej
(
eiR
′ej , fjUej
)= HomejRej (eiR′ej , fjUej )
∼= fjUei/ lfjUei
(
eiR
′ej
)
= fjUei/U ′ji
∼= fjUei.
Similarly, since fiSfj ∼= HomeiRei (fjUei, fiUei), we have
HomeiR′ei (fjUei, fiUei) = HomeiRei (fjUei, fiUei)
= HomeiRei
(
fjUei/U
′
ji , fiUei
)
∼= lfiSfj
(
U ′ji
)
= fiS′fj .
Therefore by [31, Theorem 4.12] the bimodule S′UR′ defines a Morita duality.
For the rest of the statement, we use the matrix representations. We note from Lemma 1.3(3)
that
soc(U) = soc(UR) =
[
fiSfj · soc(fjUej )
]
i,j
.
By Lemma 1.3(1) we have
rad(R′) = [(rad(eiRei) : ejR′ei)l ∩R′ij ]i,j ,
where
(
rad(eiRei) : ejR′ei
)
l
= {a ∈ eiRej | aejR′ei  rad(eiRei)}.
Thus it follows from Lemma 1.2 and soc(UR′) = lU (rad(R′)) that
soc(U) = soc(UR′) =
[(
S′ij · soc(fjUej )+U ′ij
)
/U ′ij
]
i,j
.
Therefore, for each 1 i  n, we have
fi soc(U)ei = soc(fiUei) and fi soc(U)ei = soc(fiUei).
By using these relations, we see that fiUR′ and R′R′ei form a pair. 
In view of importance of the subring R′ of a ring R in Theorem 1.5, we name such subrings.
We say that a unital subring R′ of a ring R is diagonally complete in case R has a complete
set {e1, . . . , en} of orthogonal idempotents such that eiR′ei = eiRei for 1 i  n, that is, R′ is
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subrings. We now state inheritances of Morita duality for other rings.
Let RUR define a Morita duality. Then we say that RUR defines a self-duality. Furthermore,
if soc(eU) ∼= top(eR) for each primitive idempotent e of R, then RUR is said to define a weakly
symmetric self-duality. If RUR satisfies the condition lRlU (I ) = I for each ideal I of R, then
RUR is said to define a good self-duality (see [11, p. 359]). For these self-dualities, the following
are easy and well known.
Lemma 1.6. Let R be a ring, e a non-zero idempotent of R and I a proper ideal of R.
(1) If a bimodule RUR defines a good self-duality, then RUR defines a weakly symmetric self-
duality.
(2) If R has a weakly symmetric self-duality or a good self-duality, then so does eRe.
(3) If R has a good self-duality, then so does R/I .
Typical examples of rings with good self-duality are serial rings. We recall that a module
X is uniserial if the lattice L(X) of submodules of X is a finite chain. A right artinian ring R
is said to be right serial in case every indecomposable projective right R-module is uniserial.
Symmetrically left serial rings are defined. Left and right serial rings are called serial rings. The
existence of weakly symmetric self-duality for every serial ring is well known. Indeed, we can
state the following.
Proposition 1.7. Every serial ring R has a good self-duality.
Proof. Since R is serial, there exists a bimodule RUR that defines a weakly symmetric self-
duality by [9, Satz]. Then by [11, Proposition 4.1] RUR defines a good self-duality. 
The following are other examples of rings with good self-duality.
Example 1.8. (1) Every linearly compact commutative ring has a good self-duality. Indeed, by
[31, Theorem 6.8] the linearly compact commutative ring has a self-duality, which is a good
self-duality by [31, the proof of Theorem 4.8].
(2) Let K be a linearly compact commutative ring and let R be a module finite K-algebra
(i.e., R is a finitely generated K-module). Then R has a good self-duality. Indeed, letting KVK
define a good self-duality (see (1)), we observe from [31, Theorem 7.6] that the (R,R)-bimodule
HomK(R,V ) defines a self-duality. It is easy to verify that R HomK(R,V )R defines a good self-
duality. In particular, every artin algebra has a good self-duality.
To investigate good self-duality of diagonally complete subrings, we need the next lemma.
Note that the lemma with Lemma 3.16 induces [11, Proposition 4.1], which was used in the proof
of Proposition 1.7 and states that every weakly symmetric self-duality is a good self-duality over
a right locally distributive ring. (See Example 2.9 and Section 5 for locally distributive rings.)
Lemma 1.9. Let RUR define a self-duality and let {e1, . . . , en} be a complete set of orthogonal
idempotents for R such that each eiUR and RRei form a pair. Then RUR defines a good self-
duality if and only if for each 1  i, j  n, the relation leiRej lejUei (Iij ) = Iij holds for each
(eiRei, ejRej )-subbimodule Iij of eiRej .
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ej lU (RIijR)ei = lejUei (Iij ) and ej rU (RIijR)ei = rejUei (Iij ). Therefore, since RIijR is an
ideal of R and RUR defines a good self-duality, we have lejUei (Iij ) = rejUei (Iij ), that is,
leiRej lejUei (Iij ) = Iij .
(⇐). Let I be an ideal of R and let Iij = eiIej for 1 i, j  n. Then Iij are (eiRei, ejRej )-
subbimodules of eiRej and I =⊕i,j Iij . It also holds that eiRej Ijk  Iik and Iij ejRek  Iik
for each 1 i, j, k  n. For u ∈ U and for 1 i, j  n, we have
ejueiIik = 0 for each 1 k  n
iff ejueiIikekRej = 0 for each 1 k  n
(
by lejUek (ekRej ) = 0
)
iff ejueiIij = 0 (by IikekRej  Iij )
iff ejuei ∈ lejUei (Iij ).
This shows that lU (I ) =⊕i,j lejUei (Iij ). Similarly we have rU (I ) =⊕i,j rejUei (Iij ). Hence by
assumption we have lU (I ) = rU (I ). Therefore RUR defines a good self-duality. 
The following inheritances of Morita duality and good self-duality for diagonally complete
subrings play important roles of the paper.
Theorem 1.10. Let R be a ring and let R′ be a diagonally complete subring of R.
(1) If R has a left or right Morita duality, then so does R′.
(2) If R has a good self-duality, then so does R′.
Proof. Let {e1, . . . , en} be a complete set of orthogonal idempotents for R such that R′ ∈
R(R;⊕ni=1 eiRei).
(1) Assume R has a right Morita duality. Let U =⊕ni=1 E(top(eiR)) and S = EndR(U) and
let fi ∈ S be the idempotents corresponding to the projections U → E(top(eiR)) for 1 i  n.
Then each fiUR and RRei form a pair. Therefore by Theorem 1.5 R′ is right Morita dual to
S′ = Φ(R′). Similarly, if R has a left Morita duality, then so does R′.
(2) Let RUR define a good self-duality. It is easy to see that each eiUR and RRei form a pair.
Using the notation of Theorem 1.5, we have
Φ(R′) =
⊕
i,j
leiRej rejUei
(
eiR
′ej
)=⊕
i,j
eiR
′ej = R′
by Lemma 1.9. Hence by Theorem 1.5 the bimodule R′UR′ defines a self-duality and each eiUR′
and R′R′ei form a pair. Since RUR defines a good self-duality, it is clear that R′UR′ satisfies the
condition of Lemma 1.9. Therefore R′UR′ defines a good self-duality. 
The theorem above produces several rings with Morita duality.
Example 1.11. (1) Let A be a ring with right Morita duality and let n 1. The full matrix ring
R = Mn×n(A) is Morita equivalent to A and has a right Morita duality. Let {Iij }1i,jn be a
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R′ = [Iij ]i,j of R is diagonally complete and has a right Morita duality by Theorem 1.10.
(2) Let D be a division ring and let n 1. J.K. Haack [12] called a unital subring R′ of R =
Mn×n(D) a finite incidence ring over D if R′ =∑{Deij | eiiR′ejj = 0}, where eij are the matrix
units of R. Clearly finite incidence rings are just subrings R′ of R containing ⊕ni=1 eiiReii .
Therefore by Theorem 1.10 every finite incidence ring over a division ring has a good self-
duality. This fact was proved in [12, Theorem 4].
(3) Let R be a ring with right Morita duality and let {e1, . . . , en} be a complete set of orthog-
onal idempotents for R. Then for any ideal I of R, the subring
R′ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
e1Re1 e1Re2 · · · e1Ren−1 e1Ren
e2Ie1 e2Re2 · · · e2Ren−1 e2Ren
...
...
...
...
en−1Ie1 en−1Ie2 · · · en−1Ren−1 en−1Ren
enIe1 enIe2 · · · enIen−1 enRen
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= {a ∈ R | eiaej ∈ I for i > j}
of R has a right Morita duality by Theorem 1.10. In case I = 0, R′ is an upper triangular matrix
ring.
2. Endomorphism rings of direct sums of quasi-injective modules
In this section we apply Theorem 1.10 to endomorphism rings of finite direct sums of quasi-
injective modules and finite direct sums of quasi-projective modules. We begin with the follow-
ing.
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a right R-module.
(1) X is quasi-injective if and only if X is an (EndR(E(X)),R)-subbimodule of E(X).
(2) X is quasi-projective if there exist a projective right R-module P and an epimorphism
α :P → X such that Ker(α) is an (EndR(P ),R)-subbimodule of P . When X has a pro-
jective cover, the converse holds.
Proof. (1) This is well known (e.g., see [2, Exercise 18.17]).
(2) This follows from [2, Exercise 17.16]. 
The following key lemma shows that the endomorphism ring of certain module can be rep-
resented as a factor ring of a diagonally complete subring of the endomorphism ring of some
extension.
Lemma 2.2. Let R be a ring and let X =⊕ni=1 Xi and Y =⊕ni=1 Yi be direct sums of right
R-modules such that
(i) each Xi is an (EndR(Yi),R)-subbimodule of Yi ,
(ii) every endomorphism of X can be extended to an endomorphism of Y .
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(X : X)l is a diagonally complete subring of S, (0 : X)l is an ideal of (X : X)l and EndR(X) ∼=
(X : X)l/(0 : X)l .
Proof. Clearly (X : X)l is a subring of S and (0 : I )l is an ideal of (X : X)l . Let fi be the
idempotents of S corresponding to the projections Y → Yi for 1 i  n. Then {f1, . . . , fn} is a
complete set of orthogonal idempotents for S. For each 1  i  n and each α ∈ S, fiαfi is an
endomorphism of Yi . Thus by the assumption (i) we have (fiαfi)(X) = (fiαfi)(Xi)Xi X.
Therefore fiSfi ⊂ (X : X)l and hence (X : X)l is a diagonally complete subring of S. Finally, by
the assumption (ii) the homomorphism defined by restriction (X : X)l → EndR(X) is a surjective
ring homomorphism with kernel (0 : X)l . 
The next lemma is a dual of Lemma 2.2 and the proof is omitted.
Lemma 2.3. Let R be a ring and let X =⊕ni=1 Xi and Y =⊕ni=1 Yi be direct sums of right
R-modules such that
(i) Xi = Yi/Zi , where Zi is an (EndR(Yi),R)-subbimodule of Yi for each 1 i  n,
(ii) every endomorphism of X can be lifted to an endomorphism of Y .
Let Z = ⊕ni=1 Zi , S = EndR(Y ), (Z : Z)l = {α ∈ S | α(Z)  Z} and (Z : Y)l = {α ∈ S |
α(Y ) Z}. Then (Z : Z)l is a diagonally complete subring of S, (Z : Y)l is an ideal of (Z : Z)l
and EndR(X) ∼= (Z : Z)l/(Z : Y)l .
We can now prove the main theorems of this section. Theorem 2.5 is a dual of Theorem 2.4
and the proof is omitted.
Theorem 2.4. Let R be a ring and let X =⊕ni=1 Xi and Y =⊕ni=1 Yi be direct sums of right
R-modules such that
(i) each Xi is an (EndR(Yi),R)-subbimodule of Yi ,
(ii) every endomorphism of X can be extended to an endomorphism of Y .
Then
(1) If EndR(Y ) has a left or right Morita duality, then so does EndR(X).
(2) If EndR(Y ) has a good self-duality, then so does EndR(X).
Proof. (1) Assume S = EndR(Y ) has a left or right Morita duality. Using the notation of
Lemma 2.2, we have EndR(X) ∼= (X : X)l/(0 : X)l . By Theorem 1.10 (X : X)l has a left or
right Morita duality. Thus so does EndR(X) ∼= (X : X)l/(0 : X)l by [31, Corollary 2.5].
(2) Since factor rings inherit good self-duality by Lemma 1.6(3), we can prove the statement
as well as (1). 
Theorem 2.5. Let R be a ring and let X =⊕ni=1 Xi and Y =⊕ni=1 Yi be direct sums of right
R-modules such that
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(ii) every endomorphism of X can be lifted to an endomorphism of Y .
Then
(1) If EndR(Y ) has a left or right Morita duality, then so does EndR(Y ).
(2) If EndR(Y ) has a good self-duality, then so does EndR(Y ).
By Lemma 2.1 two theorems above can be applied to finite direct sums of quasi-injective
modules and finite direct sums of quasi-projective modules. As is well known, endomorphism
rings of finitely cogenerated injective modules and finitely generated projective modules inherit
Morita duality and good self-duality (see [31, Corollaries 4.14 and 4.13] and Lemma 1.6). As
corollaries of two theorems above, we obtain the following results.
Corollary 2.6. Let R be a ring and let X be a finite direct sum of finitely cogenerated quasi-
injective right R-modules.
(1) If R has a right Morita duality, then EndR(X) has a left Morita duality.
(2) If R has a good self-duality, then so does EndR(X).
Proof. Since X is finitely cogenerated, E(X) is a finitely cogenerated injective right A-module.
Thus if R has a right Morita duality, then EndR(E(X)) has a left Morita duality by [31, Corol-
lary 4.14]. Therefore by Lemma 2.1(1) and Theorem 2.4, EndR(X) has a left Morita duality.
Thus (1) holds. We can obtain (2) similarly. 
Corollary 2.7. Let R be a ring and let X be a finite direct sum of finitely generated quasi-
projective right R-modules.
(1) If R has a right Morita duality, then so does EndR(X).
(2) If R has a good self-duality, then so does EndR(X).
Proof. If R has a right Morita duality, then R is semiperfect and every finitely generated right
R-module has a projective cover. Therefore, as is similar to the proof of Corollary 2.6, the state-
ment follows from Lemma 2.1(2), [31, Corollary 4.13] and Theorem 2.5. 
Corollary 2.7 produces many rings with Morita duality. To state examples, we recall several
definitions.
A faithful right R-module M is called minimal faithful in case M is isomorphic to a direct
summand of each faithful right R-module and a ring R is called a right QF-3 ring in case R has a
minimal faithful right R-module. Symmetrically left QF-3 rings are defined. Left and right QF-3
rings are called QF-3. (See [2, Section 31].) Note that left or right artinian right QF-3 rings are
QF-3 [2, Theorem 31.6]. We recall that the maximal right quotient ring Qrmax(R) of a ring R is
the biendomorphism ring (that is, the double centralizer) of E(RR) (see [27, p. 207]).
Example 2.8. (1) Let R be a ring with good self-duality and let I1, . . . , In be ideals of R. Then
by Lemma 2.1(2) and Corollary 2.7, EndR(
⊕n
i=1 R/Ii) has a good self-duality. In particular,
endomorphism rings of finite direct sums of cyclic modules over a linearly compact commutative
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duality (Example 1.8(1)) and every cyclic R-module is of the form R/I for some ideal I of R.
(2) Let R be a serial ring and let X be a finitely generated right R-module. Then by Corol-
lary 2.7 EndR(X) has a good self-duality. Indeed, the serial ring R has a good self-duality
(Proposition 1.7) and every right R-module is a direct sum of uniserial (quasi-projective and
quasi-injective) modules (see [2, Theorem 32.3]). We recall that a right artinian ring R is of
(right) finite representation type in case R has only a finite number of pairwise non-isomorphic
finitely generated indecomposable right R-modules. The (right) Auslander ring of a right artinian
ring R of finite representation type is defined as the endomorphism ring of the direct sum of an
irredundant set of representatives of the finitely generated indecomposable right R-modules. It is
well known that the serial ring R is of finite representation type. From the fact mentioned above,
the Auslander ring of the serial ring A has a good self-duality. Y. Baba [7] proved this fact for
local serial rings with some condition.
(3) Let R be a QF-3 ring with minimal faithful right R-module eR, where e is an idempotent
of R. If eRe is a serial ring, then Qrmax(R) has a good self-duality. To see this, let Rf be a minimal
faithful left R-module, where f is an idempotent of R. Then by [2, Exercise 31.8] eReeRffRf
defines a Morita duality and eReeR is eRf -reflexive. Thus, since eRe is a serial ring, eReeR is
finitely generated. Hence by (2) Qrmax(R) = EndeRe(eR) (by [28, p. 57]) has a good self-duality.
To give another example, we recall the concept of locally distributive rings.
An R-module X is said to be distributive if the lattice of submodules of X is distributive, i.e.,
X1 ∩ (X2 +X3) = (X1 ∩X2)+ (X1 ∩X3)
for all submodules X1,X2,X3 of X. A right artinian ring R is said to be right locally distributive
in case every indecomposable projective right R-module is distributive. Left locally distributive
rings are defined symmetrically. Left and right locally distributive rings are called locally dis-
tributive. We shall investigate self-duality for locally distributive rings in Section 5. (For locally
distributive rings, see [31, Section 15].)
Example 2.9. Let R be a locally distributive ring and let X be a finite direct sum of local right
R-modules (i.e., modules with small maximal radical). Then EndR(X) has a right Morita duality.
Indeed, the locally distributive ring R has a right Morita duality by [31, Theorems 14.1 and 15.10]
and local right R-modules are quasi-projective by [31, Proposition 15.9] and Lemma 2.1(2).
3. Relations between quasi-Harada rings and QF rings
In this section, we investigate relations between left quasi-Harada rings and QF rings and
show that every left quasi-Harada ring can be constructed from a QF ring.
Recall that a left artinian ring R is a left quasi-Harada ring if every indecomposable projective
right R-module is quasi-injective. Symmetrically right quasi-Harada rings are defined. Left and
right quasi-Harada rings are called quasi-Harada rings. (See [8].) We can apply Lemma 2.3 to
left quasi-Harada rings. In view of importance of the application, we state it here.
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a left quasi-Harada ring. Let S = EndR(E(RR)), (R : R)l = {α ∈ S |
α(R)  R} and (0 : R)l = {α ∈ S | α(R) = 0}. Then (R : R)l is a diagonally complete subring
of S, (0 : R)l is an ideal of (R : R)l and R ∼= (R : R)l/(0 : R)l .
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Example 3.2. Let K be a field and let Q be the quiver 1
β
α 2. Let R = KQ/〈α2, βα〉
be the factor algebra of the path algebra KQ. (See [4] for quivers and path algebras.) Let ei be
the primitive idempotent of R corresponding to the vertex i and we denote by “i” a composition
factor that is isomorphic to top(eiR) for i = 1,2. It is easy to see that the composition diagrams
of the Loewy factors of e1R, e2R and E(e1R) = E(e2R) are
e1R = 11 , e2R =
2
1 and E(e1R) = E(e2R) =
1 2
1 .
Thus R is a (right serial) left quasi-Harada ring. Let Y = E(e1R) = E(e2R), A = EndR(Y ) and
J = rad(A). Then A ∼= e1Re1 and A is a local serial ring with J 2 = 0. As is easily seen, we have
S = EndR
(
E(RR)
)= EndR(Y ⊕ Y) =
[
A A
A A
]
,
(R : R)l =
{
α ∈ S | α(R)R}= [A J
J A
]
,
(0 : R)l =
{
α ∈ S | α(R) = 0}= [0 J0 J
]
.
Then by Lemma 3.1, (R : R)l is a diagonally complete subring of S, (0 : R)l is an ideal of
(R : R)l and R has the representation
R ∼= (R : R)l/(0 : R)l =
[
A J
J A
]/[0 J
0 J
]
.
K. Oshiro [19] introduced the concept of left Harada rings and investigated structures of left
Harada rings deeply. A left artinian ring R is said to be a left Harada ring in case R has a basic
set {eij | 1 i m, 1 j  n(i)} of orthogonal primitive idempotents such that
(i) ei1R is injective for each 1 i m,
(ii) eijR ∼= rad(ei,j−1R) for each 1 i m and 2 j  n(i).
Right Harada rings are defined symmetrically. Left and right Harada rings are called Harada
rings. Clearly left Harada rings are left quasi-Harada rings. Thus we can apply Lemma 3.1 to a
left Harada ring R. In this case, the diagonally complete subring (R : R)l and the ideal (0 : R)l
are completely determined by K. Oshiro [22, Theorem 1].
Theorem 3.3. [22, Theorem 1] Let R be a basic left Harada ring with complete set {eij | 1 
i m, 1 j  n(i)} of orthogonal primitive idempotents such that
(i) ei1R is injective for each 1 i m,
(ii) eijR ∼= rad(ei,j−1R) for each 1 i m and 2 j  n(i).
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Furthermore let X = ⊕mi=1⊕n(i)j=1 Xij ∼= RR , Y = ⊕mi=1⊕n(i)j=1 Yij ∼= E(RR), S = EndR(Y ),
S′ = (X : X)l = {α ∈ S | α(X)X} and I = (0 : X)l = {α ∈ S | α(X) = 0}. Then
(1) S′ is a diagonally complete subring of S, I is an ideal of S′ and R ∼= S′/I .
(2) S = [Sii′ ]1i,i′m, where Sii′ = Mn(i)×n(i′)(eiRei′).
(3) S′ = [S′
ii′ ]1i,i′m, where S′ii′ = [(Xij : Xi′j ′)l]1jn(i),1j ′n(i′) and (Xij : Xi′j ′)l ={a ∈ eiRei′ | aXi′j ′ Xij }.
(4) I = [Iii′ ]1i, i′m, where Iii′ = [(0ij : Xi′j ′)l]1jn(i),1j ′n(i′) and (0ij : Xi′j ′)l =
{a ∈ eiRei′ | aXi′j ′ = 0}.
(5) The following relations hold:
(Xij : Xi′j ′)l =
⎧⎨
⎩
eiRei′ if i = i′,
eiRei if i = i′ and j  j ′,
rad(eiRei) if i = i′ and j > j ′,
(0ij : Xi′j ′)l =
{
soc(eiRei′ei′Rei′ ) if soc(eiR) ∼= top(ei′kR) for some 1 k < j ′,
0 otherwise.
Proof. We have (1) by Lemma 3.1 and have (2), (3) and (4) easily.
(5) The relations for (Xij : Xi′j ′)l are easily verified. The relations for (0ij : Xi′j ′)l are proved
in [22, Proposition 2]. 
We now cite several basic properties of left quasi-Harada rings from [5,8]. Recall that a semi-
perfect ring R is a right QF-2 ring in case every indecomposable projective right R-module has
simple essential socle.
Lemma 3.4. Let R be a left or right artinian ring with basic set E of orthogonal primitive
idempotents.
(1) For any e, f ∈ E, the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) E(top(RRf )) is quasi-projective and has a projective cover of the form Re.
(b) fRR is quasi-injective and soc(fRR) ∼= top(eRR).
(2) The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) Every indecomposable injective left R-module is quasi-projective.
(b) Every indecomposable projective right R-module is quasi-injective.
(3) Assume R is a left quasi-Harada ring. Then
(i) R is a right QF-2 ring.
(ii) R has a left Morita duality.
(iii) Let f =∑{e ∈ E | HomR(top(eR),R) = 0}. Then fRf is a left quasi-Harada ring.
Proof. The statements (1) and (2) are [5, Theorem 1] and [8, Theorem 1], respectively.
(3) The statements (i) and (iii) are [8, Proposition 2] and [8, Proposition 8(1)], respectively.
The statement (ii) follows from [8, Theorem 1(5)] and [31, Theorem 11.11]. 
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ditions of (2) of the lemma above. However we shall show that left quasi-Harada rings are
characterized as right artinian rings satisfying the equivalent conditions of (2) of the lemma.
The left quasi-Harada ring fRf of Lemma 3.4(3)(iii) is important. For the case of left Harada
rings, we remark the following.
Remark 3.5. Let R be a left Harada ring with basic set E of orthogonal primitive idempotents
and let f =∑{e ∈ E | HomR(top(eR),R) = 0}. We know from Lemma 3.4(3)(iii) that fRf is
a left quasi-Harada ring. Indeed fRf is a left Harada ring. To verify this, let g =∑{e ∈ E |
HomR(top(Re),R) = 0}. It follows from [17, Proposition 2.15] that gRg is a left Harada ring.
Since R is a QF-3 ring, by [2, Theorem 31.6] Rf and gR are minimal faithful left and right
R-modules, respectively, and by [2, Exercise 31.8] fRf is right Morita dual to gRg. Thus by
[15, Proposition 3.3] fRf is also a left Harada ring.
By Lemma 3.4(3)(ii), every left quasi-Harada ring has a left Morita duality. (Indeed we shall
prove that every left quasi-Harada ring also has a right Morita duality.) The next lemma shows
that rings that are Morita dual to left quasi-Harada rings become left quasi-Harada again.
We write R
M.d≈ S (respectively R M.e≈ S) in case a ring R is left Morita dual to a ring S (respec-
tively R is Morita equivalent to S). We note that the relation “M.d≈ ” is not an equivalence relation
of the class of rings, while the relation “
M.e≈ ” is.
Lemma 3.6. Let R and S be rings such that R
M.d≈ S. Then R is left quasi-Harada if and only if
so is S.
Proof. (⇒). Assume R is left quasi-Harada. Since every indecomposable injective left R-
module is quasi-projective by Lemma 3.4(2), every indecomposable projective right S-module
is quasi-injective. On the other hand, since R is left artinian, S is right artinian by [31, Theo-
rem 11.11]. Therefore S is left artinian by [8, Proposition 1] and hence S is left quasi-Harada.
(⇐). Assume S is left quasi-Harada. Since every indecomposable projective right S-module
is quasi-injective, every indecomposable injective left R-module is quasi-projective. Since S is
left artinian and has a right Morita duality, S is also right artinian by [31, Corollary 18.4]. Thus
R is left artinian. Therefore by Lemma 3.4(2) R is left quasi-Harada. 
Let R be a left quasi-Harada ring with basic set E of orthogonal primitive idempo-
tents. Then we can consider two rings fRf and EndR(E(RR)), where f = ∑{e ∈ E |
HomR(top(eR),R) = 0}. These rings will play very important roles and be used frequently.
We denote these rings by Γ (R) and Λ(R), respectively. That is, we define Γ (R) = fRf and
Λ(R) = EndR(E(RR)). We note that Γ (R) is basic (by definition), whereas Λ(R) is not basic
unless R is basic QF (by Lemma 3.8).
Lemma 3.7. Let R and S be left quasi-Harada rings such that R M.d≈ S. Then Γ (R) M.d≈ Γ (S)
and Γ (R)
M.e≈ Λ(S).
Proof. (1) Let RUS define a Morita duality and let {f1, . . . , fn} and {g1, . . . , gn} be basic
sets of orthogonal primitive idempotents for R and S, respectively, such that soc(fiU) ∼=
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HomS(top(giS), S) = 0}. For 1 i, j  n, we remark that
top(fiR) ∼= soc(fjR)
iff top(Rfi) ∼= top
(
E
(
top(Rfj )
)) (
by Lemma 3.4(1))
iff top(Rfi) ∼= top(Ugj )
(
by soc(Ugj ) ∼= top(Rfj )
)
iff soc(fiU) ∼= soc(gjS) (by taking U -dual)
iff top(giS) ∼= soc(gjS).
Thus it follows from Lemma 1.1(1) that fRf M.d≈ gSg, that is, Γ (R) M.d≈ Γ (S).
Next we show Γ (R)
M.e≈ Λ(S). We know from the definition of g that two modules E(top(gS))
and E(SS) are similar, that is, there exist positive integers p and q such that E(top(gS))
and E(SS) are isomorphic to direct summands of E(SS)(p) and E(top(gS))(q), respectively
(see [2, Exercises 22.10]). On the other hand, soc(fU) ∼= top(gS) by the remark above. Thus
two modules fU and E(SS) are similar and hence Γ (R) = fRf ∼= EndS(fU) and Λ(S) =
EndS(E(SS)) are Morita equivalent by [2, Exercises 22.11]. 
Recall that a ring R is said to be right Kasch in case every simple right R-module can be
embedded in the regular module RR . The following lemma is essential in our study of left quasi-
Harada rings.
Lemma 3.8. A left quasi-Harada ring R is QF if and only if R is right Kasch.
Proof. (⇒). Trivial.
(⇐). We may assume that R is basic. Let RU be a minimal injective cogenerator and let
S = EndR(U). Then RUS defines a Morita duality by Lemma 3.4(3)(ii) and S is left quasi-
Harada by Lemma 3.6. We denote by c(M) the composition length of a module M . To show the
implication, we claim the following:
(i) S is right Kasch;
(ii) c(RR) c(SS);
(iii) If c(RR) = c(SS), then R and S are QF.
Proof of (i). This follows from the proof of Lemma 3.7.
Proof of (ii). Since S is right Kasch (by the claim (i)), right QF-2 (by Lemma 3.4(3)(i)), and
basic, E(SS) is a minimal injective cogenerator. Thus we may assume that US = E(SS) and R =
EndS(U). Let {f1, . . . , fn} be a complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents for S. Then
U =⊕ni=1 E(fiS). Let ei be the idempotents of R corresponding to the projections U → E(fiS)
for 1 i  n. Let R′ = (S : S)l = {α ∈ R | α(S) S} and I = (0 : S)l = {α ∈ R | α(S) = 0}. By
Lemma 3.1 R′ is a diagonally complete subring of R, I is an ideal of R′ and S ∼= R′/I . Since
ejR
′ej = ejRej , we see from [2, Exercise 32.2] that
c(RRei) =
n∑
c(ejRej ejRei)
n∑
c
(
ejR
′ej ejR
′ei
)= c(
R′R
′ei
)j=1 j=1
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c(RR) c
(
R′R
′) c(
R′(R
′/I)
)= c(
(R′/I)(R
′/I)
)= c(SS).
Proof of (iii). If c(RR) = c(SS), then by the proof of the claim (ii) we have (S : S)l = R and
(0 : S)l = 0. To show that S is QF, i.e., S = E(SS), let x ∈ E(SS). Let β :SS → E(SS) be the
homomorphism defined by left multiplication of x. We can take an extension α :E(SS) → E(SS)
of β . Since α ∈ R = (S : S)l , we have xS = β(S) = α(S) S. Thus S = E(SS) and hence S is
QF.
We now complete the proof. Since left quasi-Harada rings have a left Morita duality, by
Lemma 3.6 and the claim (i), we have a series of basic left quasi-Harada right Kasch rings
R1 = R, R2 = S, R3, . . . such that each Ri is left Morita dual to Ri+1. Then c(R1R1) 
c(R2R2) · · · by the claim (ii) and hence c(RmRm) = c(Rm+1Rm+1) for some positive integer m.
Therefore Rm is QF by the claim (iii) and so is R = R1. 
Every left quasi-Harada ring has a left Morita duality (Lemma 3.4(3)(ii)). By using Lemma 3.8
and theorems in Section 1, we can prove the following.
Theorem 3.9. Let R be a left quasi-Harada ring. Then R has a right Morita duality. In particular,
R is right artinian.
Proof. We denote by n(R) the number of the idempotents of a basic set of orthogonal primitive
idempotents for R. We prove the statement by induction on n(R).
In case n(R) = 1, R is a local ring. Thus R is a QF ring and hence R has a right Morita
duality.
Assume n(R) > 1. By Lemmas 3.4(3)(ii) and 3.6, there exists a left quasi-Harada ring S with
R
M.d≈ S. If n(Γ (S)) = n(S), then S is right Kasch and hence S is QF by Lemma 3.8. Therefore
R is also QF and has a right Morita duality.
Assume n(Γ (S)) < n(S) (= n(R)). By Lemma 3.1 there exists a diagonally complete subring
S′ of Λ(S) = EndS(E(SS)) and an ideal L of S′ such that S ∼= S′/L. Since R M.d≈ S, we have
Λ(S)
M.d≈ Γ (S) by Lemma 3.7. Then Γ (S) and Λ(S) are left quasi-Harada by Lemmas 3.4(3)(iii)
and 3.6. Since n(Λ(S)) = n(Γ (S)) < n(S) = n(R), we know from the induction hypothesis
that Λ(S) has a right Morita duality. By Theorem 1.5 and the proof of Theorem 1.10, we may
assume that there exist a ring T with T
M.d≈ Λ(S) and a diagonally complete subring T ′ of T
with T ′
M.d≈ S′. Then by [31, Corollary 2.5] there exists an ideal M of T ′ such that T ′/M M.d≈
S′/L. Since T is left quasi-Harada by Lemma 3.6, T has a right Morita duality by the induction
hypothesis again. Thus T ′ has a right Morita duality by Theorem 1.10 and hence T ′/M also has
a right Morita duality. Therefore we see from T ′/M
M.d≈ S′/L ∼= S and R M.d≈ S that R M.e≈ T ′/M
has a right Morita duality. 
As a corollary of the theorem above, we have the following characterization of left quasi-
Harada rings.
Corollary 3.10. A ring R is a left quasi-Harada ring if and only if R is right artinian and every
indecomposable projective right R-module is quasi-injective.
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(⇐). By [8, Proposition 1]. 
In [14, Theorem 4] J. Kado proved that maximal right quotient rings of left Harada rings are
also left Harada rings. As a corollary of Theorem 3.9, we have a similar result for left quasi-
Harada rings.
Corollary 3.11. (Cf. [6, Proposition 13].) Let R be a left quasi-Harada ring. Then the maximal
right quotient ring Qrmax(R) of R is a left quasi-Harada ring.
Proof. Let Q = Qrmax(R) and M = E(RR). We may assume that R  Q M . We note that
M = E(QQ). Let e be a primitive idempotent of R. Since eRR is quasi-injective, eR is an
(EndR(eM),R)-subbimodule of eM . Thus we see from EndR(eM) = EndQ(eM) that eQ is
an (EndR(eM),Q)-subbimodule of eM . Therefore eQQ is quasi-injective. On the other hand,
since R has a right Morita duality and is right artinian by Theorem 3.9, M = E(RR) is artinian.
Thus QR is artinian and hence Q is right artinian. Therefore Q is left quasi-Harada by Corol-
lary 3.10. 
To obtain Theorem 3.13, which states a relation between left quasi-Harada rings and QF rings,
we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.12. Let R be a left quasi-Harada ring. Then Λ(R) M.d≈ Γ (R).
Proof. Since R has a right Morita duality by Theorem 3.9, there exists a left quasi-Harada ring
S with S
M.d≈ R. Then by Lemma 3.7 we have Λ(R) M.e≈ Γ (S) M.d≈ Γ (R). 
K. Oshiro showed that every left Harada ring can be constructed from a QF ring. Y. Baba and
K. Iwase also showed that every (two-sided) quasi-Harada ring can be constructed from a QF
ring. We now show a similar result for left quasi-Harada rings.
Let R be a left quasi-Harada ring with basic set E of orthogonal primitive idempotents. Recall
that Γ (R) = fRf and Λ(R) = EndR(E(RR)), where f =∑{e ∈ E | HomR(top(eR),R) = 0}.
We define two series of rings Γ 0(R),Γ 1(R), . . . and Λ0(R),Λ1(R), . . . by Γ 0(R) = Λ0(R) =
R, Γ i(R) = Γ (Γ i−1(R)), Λi(R) = Λ(Λi−1(R)) (i = 1,2, . . .) inductively.
Theorem 3.13. (Cf. [17, Theorem 2.17], [23, Theorem 2] and [8, Theorem 2(II)].) Let R be a
left quasi-Harada ring.
(1) For each i  1, Λi(R) and Γ i(R) are left quasi-Harada rings and
Λi(R)
M.d≈ ΓΛi−1(R) M.d≈ · · · M.d≈ Γ i−1Λ(R) M.d≈ Γ i(R)
holds.
(2) For each i  1, there exist a diagonally complete subring Si of Λi(R) and an ideal Ii of Si
such that Λi−1(R) ∼= Si/Ii .
(3) There exists a non-negative integer m such that Λm(R) and Γ m(R) are Morita equivalent
QF rings.
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quasi-Harada. Applying Lemma 3.12 to Λi−1(R),Λi−2(R), . . . ,R, we obtain
Λi(R)
M.d≈ ΓΛi−1(R), Λi−1(R) M.d≈ ΓΛi−2(R), . . . , Λ(R) M.d≈ Γ (R).
Therefore it follows from Lemma 3.7 that
Λi(R)
M.d≈ ΓΛi−1(R) M.d≈ Γ 2Λi−2(R) M.d≈ · · · M.d≈ Γ i−1Λ(R) M.d≈ Γ i(R).
(2) This follows from Lemma 3.1.
(3) Let E be a basic set of orthogonal primitive idempotents for R. Define E0 = E, f0 = 1
and Ei+1 = {e ∈ Ei | HomfiRfi (top(eRfifiRfi ), fiRfifiRfi ) = 0}, fi+1 =
∑{e | e ∈ Ei+1}
(i = 0,1, . . .) inductively. Then Γ i(R) = fiRfi . Since E0 ⊇ E1 ⊇ · · ·, there exists a non-negative
integer m such that Em = Em+1. Then Γ m(R) = fmRfm is right Kasch and hence is QF by
Lemma 3.8. Therefore by (1) Λm(R) and Γ m(R) are Morita equivalent QF rings. 
The theorem above states that every left quasi-Harada ring can be constructed from a QF ring.
That is, start with a QF ring and continue to take a factor ring of a diagonally complete sub-
ring. Then we can reach any left quasi-Harada ring. In the following two example, we illustrate
Theorem 3.13 by computing Λi(R),Γ i(R),Si and Ii . The next one is related to Example 3.2.
Example 3.14. Let K be a field and let Q be the quiver 1
β
α 2
γ
3. Let R =
KQ/〈α2, βα, γβ〉 be the factor algebra of the path algebra KQ. As is similar to Example 3.2,
the symbols ei and “i” (i = 1,2,3) denote the primitive idempotent of R corresponding to the
vertex i and a composition factor that is isomorphic to top(eiR), respectively. It is easy to see
that the composition diagrams of the Loewy factors of eiR and E(eiR) (i = 1,2,3) are
e1R = 11 , e2R =
2
1 , e3R = E(e3R) =
3
2 and E(e1R) = E(e2R) =
1 2
1 .
Thus R is a (right serial) left quasi-Harada ring. Let E1 = E(e1R) = E(e2R), E2 = e3R =
E(e3R), A = EndR(E1) and J = rad(A). Then A ∼= e1Re1 and A is a local serial ring with
J 2 = 0. It is easy to see that EndR(E2) ∼= A/J (∼= K) as rings, HomR(E1,E2) ∼= A/J ∼= J as
(A/J,A)-bimodules and HomR(E2,E1) = 0. Therefore by Theorem 3.13 and Lemma 3.1 we
have matrix representations
Λ1(R) = EndR
(
E(RR)
)= EndR(E1 ⊕E1 ⊕E2) =
[
A A 0
A A 0
J J A/J
]
,
S1 = (R : R)l =
[
A J 0
J A 0
J J A/J
]
and I1 = (0 : R)l =
[ 0 J 0
0 J 0
J 0 0
]
.
We also have Γ 1(R) = (e1 + e2)R(e1 + e2), because
soc(RR) ∼= top(e1R)⊕ top(e1R)⊕ top(e2R).
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hence Γ 1(R) is Morita equivalent to Λ1(R). Then R can be represented by the factor ring of the
diagonally complete subring S1 of Λ1(R) as
R ∼= S1/I1 =
[
A J 0
J A 0
J J A/J
]/[ 0 J 0
0 J 0
J 0 0
]
.
Since Λ1(R) is Morita equivalent to Γ 1(R), by Example 3.2 we have matrix representations
Λ2(R) = Λ(Λ1(R))=
[
A A A
A A A
A A A
]
, S2 =
[
A A J
A A J
J J A
]
and I2 =
[0 0 J
0 0 J
0 0 J
]
.
We also have Γ 2(R) = Γ (Γ (R)) = e1Re1 ∼= A, because Γ 1(R) = (e1 +e2)R(e1 +e2) is isomor-
phic to the ring of Example 3.2. Λ2(R) is a non-basic serial QF ring, which is Morita equivalent
to the local serial QF ring Γ 2(R) ∼= A. Then Λ1(R) can be represented by the factor ring of the
diagonally complete subring S2 of Λ2(R) as
Λ1(R) ∼= S2/I2 =
[
A A J
A A J
J J A
]/[0 0 J
0 0 J
0 0 J
]
.
Therefore the ring R is constructed from the serial QF ring Λ2(R), which is Morita equivalent
to the local serial QF ring Γ 2(R) ∼= A, by taking factor rings of diagonally complete subrings
twice.
The ring of the next example is a left Harada ring.
Example 3.15. Let A be a local artinian ring with self-duality, M an (A,A)-bimodule that defines
a self-duality, J = rad(A) and N = soc(MA) = soc(AM). We set
R =
⎡
⎢⎣
A A M M/N
J A M M
M M A A
M M J A
⎤
⎥⎦ .
By defining MM = 0, R becomes a matrix ring in a natural way, because JN = NJ = 0. Let eij
be the matrix units of R and let ei = eii for 1 i, j  4. Then {e1, e2, e3, e4} is a complete set of
orthogonal primitive idempotents of R. It is easy from [2, Theorem 31.3] to see the following:
(i) e1RR is injective with soc(e1R) ∼= top(e3R),
(ii) e2RR is injective with soc(e2R) ∼= top(e4R),
(iii) e3RR is injective with soc(e3R) ∼= top(e2R), and
(iv) e4RR ∼= rad(e3RR).
Thus R is a left Harada ring and hence R is left quasi-Harada ring. Therefore by Theorem 3.13,
Lemma 3.1 and the fact E(ER) = e1R ⊕ e2R ⊕ e3R ⊕ e3R, we have matrix representations
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(
E(RR)
)=
⎡
⎢⎣
A A M M
J A M M
M M A A
M M A A
⎤
⎥⎦ ,
S1 = (R : R)l =
⎡
⎢⎣
A A M M
J A M M
M M A A
M M J A
⎤
⎥⎦ and I1 = (0 : R)l =
⎡
⎢⎣
0 0 0 N
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎦ .
We also have
Γ 1(R) = (e2 + e3 + e4)R(e2 + e3 + e4) =
[
A M M
M A A
M J A
]
,
because
soc(RR) ∼= top(e3R)⊕ top(e4R)⊕ top(e2R)⊕ top(e2R).
Λ1(R) is a non-basic left Harada ring and is Morita equivalent to Γ 1(R). The ring R can be
represented by the factor ring of S1 as
R ∼= S1/I1 =
⎡
⎢⎣
A A M M
J A M M
M M A A
M M J A
⎤
⎥⎦
/⎡⎢⎣
0 0 0 N
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎦ .
It is easy to see that
Λ2(R) = Λ(Λ1(R))=
⎡
⎢⎣
A A M M
A A M M
M M A A
M M A A
⎤
⎥⎦ , S2 = Λ1(R) and I2 = 0
and
Γ 2(R) = Γ (Γ 1(R))= (e2 + e4)R(e2 + e4) =
[
A M
M A
]
.
Thus Λ2(R) and Γ 2(R) are Morita equivalent QF rings, which are not weakly symmetric, and
Λ1(R) is a diagonally complete subring of Λ2(R). Therefore R is constructed from the QF ring
Λ2(R) by taking factor rings of diagonally complete subrings twice. On the other hand, K. Oshiro
[23, Theorem 2 and Proposition 1] prove that every left Harada ring is a certain factor ring of a
left Harada ring of type (∗) and that every left Harada ring of type (∗) is a suitable extension of
a QF ring. As a left Harada ring, R ∼= S1/I1, where S1 is a left Harada ring of type (∗) and is an
extension of the QF ring Γ2(R).
We shall give several applications of Theorem 3.13 to self-duality in Sections 4 and 5. Here
we give an application of the theorem to the locally distributivity of left quasi-Harada rings.
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follows from [31, Lemma 15.13] immediately.
Lemma 3.16. A semiperfect ring R is right locally distributive if and only if fReeRe are uniserial
for all primitive idempotents e, f of R.
In [21, Theorem 6.1] K. Oshiro showed that every right serial QF-3 ring is serial. This re-
sult was proved by showing that right serial left Harada rings are serial. As an application of
Theorem 3.13, we obtain a similar result for left quasi-Harada rings.
Proposition 3.17. Let R be a left quasi-Harada ring. If R is left or right locally distributive, then
R is locally distributive.
Proof. Let S = Γ m(R) be the QF ring of Theorem 3.13. Since S is also left or right locally dis-
tributive by Lemma 3.16 and is QF, S is locally distributive by [31, Theorem 15.17]. Therefore,
by using the fact that every diagonally complete subring and factor ring of a locally distributive
ring are locally distributive (by Lemma 3.16), we obtain from Theorem 3.13 the statement of the
proposition. 
4. Self-duality of quasi-Harada rings
In this section we investigate self-duality of left quasi-Harada rings R. We begin with the
equivalences of the existences of good self-duality for R, Qrmax(R), Λ(R) and Γ (R).
Theorem 4.1. Let R be a left quasi-Harada ring with basic set E of orthogonal prim-
itive idempotents and let f = ∑{e ∈ E | HomR(top(eR),R) = 0} and g = ∑{e ∈ E |
HomR(top(Re),R) = 0}. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) R has a good self-duality.
(b) Qrmax(R) has a good self-duality.
(c) Λ(R) = EndR(E(RR)) has a good self-duality.
(d) Γ (R) = fRf has a good self-duality.
Furthermore, if R is a QF-3 ring, then Rf and gR are minimal faithful left and right R-modules,
respectively, and the conditions (a)–(d) are equivalent to
(e) gRg has a good self-duality.
Proof. Let Q = Qrmax(R).
(a) ⇒ (d). This is by Lemma 1.6(2).
(d) ⇒ (c). Since Λ(R) M.d≈ Γ (R) by Lemma 3.12, the implication is clear.
(c) ⇒ (b). Since E(QQ) = E(RR) and Λ(R) = EndR(E(RR)) = EndQ(E(QQ)), we assume
that EndQ(E(QQ)) has a good self-duality. We also know from Corollary 3.11 that Q is a left
quasi-Harada ring. Hence by Theorem 2.4 Q ∼= EndQ(QQ) has a good self-duality.
(b) ⇒ (a). Let E = {e1, . . . , en} be a complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents
for R. Since R is left quasi-Harada and Q = Qrmax(R), the decompositions RR =
⊕n
i=1 eiR
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good Morita duality, then so does R ∼= End(RR).
To see the rest of the statements, we assume that R is QF-3. Then by [2, Theorem 31.6] Rf
and gR are minimal faithful left and right R-modules, respectively, and by [2, Exercise 31.8]
gRg is left Morita dual to fRf . Thus the conditions (d) and (e) are equivalent. 
Recently Y. Baba [7, Theorem 5] proved that if a quasi-Harada ring R satisfies the two condi-
tions:
(∗) gRg is a local serial ring;
(∗∗) rad(gRg)\ rad(gRg)2 contains a central element of gRg,
then R has a self-duality, where g is an idempotent of R with gR a minimal faithful right module.
(Note that every quasi-Harada ring is QF-3 by [8, Remark 2].) Since every serial ring has a good
self-duality (Proposition 1.7), we can improve the result of Y. Baba as the following.
Corollary 4.2. Let R be a left quasi-Harada QF-3 ring with minimal faithful right R-module
gR, where g is an idempotent of R. If gRg is a serial ring, then R has a good self-duality.
We recall that a ring R is right non-singular if the right annihilator ideal rR(a) is not essential
in RR whenever 0 = a ∈ R. (See [27, p. 148].) As another corollary of Theorem 4.1, we have the
following.
Corollary 4.3. Every right non-singular left quasi-Harada ring R has a good self-duality.
Proof. Since R is right non-singular right QF-2, Qrmax(R) is a semisimple ring by [27, Theo-
rem 2.5 of Chapter XII] and hence Qrmax(R) has a good self-duality. Therefore the statement
follows from Theorem 4.1. 
Example 4.4. There are non-serial right non-singular left quasi-Harada rings. Let D be a division
ring. Then the matrix ring
R =
[
D 0 D
0 D D
0 0 D
]
is a right non-singular left quasi-Harada ring. Indeed R is right serial but not serial. R has a good
self-duality by Corollary 4.3.
As the following theorem shows, we can reduce the existence of good self-duality for a left
quasi-Harada ring to that for a QF ring.
Theorem 4.5. A left quasi-Harada ring R has a good self-duality if and only if the QF ring
Γ m(R) of Theorem 3.13 has a good self-duality.
Proof. This follows from Theorems 4.1 and 3.13. 
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neous right socle has a weakly symmetric self-duality. Under an additional assumption, we have
the following result for left quasi-Harada rings.
Theorem 4.6. Let R be a left quasi-Harada ring. Assume that there exists a primitive idempotent
f of R such that soc(RR) ∼= (top(fR))(n) for some n 1 and that the ideal lattice of fRf is a
chain. Then R has a good self-duality.
Proof. Since R is a left quasi-Harada ring, fRf = Γ (R) is a local QF ring and the regular
bimodule fRf fRffRf defines a self-duality. Since the ideal lattice L(fRf fRf fRf ) is a chain,
the lattice automorphism lfRf lfRf of L(fRf fRf fRf ) must be the identity map. Hence fRf
has a good self-duality. Therefore by Theorems 4.1 R has a good self-duality. 
In [17] the author proved that every left Harada ring has an almost self-duality. In the rest
of the section, we shall prove Theorem 4.10, which states that every left quasi-Harada ring with
finite ideal lattice has an almost self-duality.
We recall the definition of almost self-duality. We say that a ring R is left (respectively right)
almost Morita dual to a ring S if there exist rings R1 = R,R2, . . . ,Rp,Rp+1 = S such that each
Ri is left (respectively right) Morita dual to Si+1. In particular, if R is left almost Morita dual
to R itself (equivalently, R is right almost Morita dual to R itself), R is said to have an almost
self-duality. (See [26] and [17].)
To show Theorem 4.10, we need the following several lemmas.
Lemma 4.7. Let R be a ring with complete set {e1, . . . , en} of orthogonal primitive idempotents.
Then R has finite ideal lattice if and only if the lattice L(eiRei eiRej ejRej ) is finite for each
1 i, j  n.
Proof. (⇒). By assumption, the subset {RIijR | Iij ∈ L(eiRei eiRej ejRej )} of L(RRR) is fi-
nite for each 1 i, j  n. Thus, since eiRIijRej = Iij for Iij ∈ L(eiRei eiRej ejRej ), the lattice
L(eiRei eiRej ejRej ) is finite.
(⇐). For every ideal I of R, I =⊕i,j eiIej and eiIej are (eiRei, ejRej )-subbimodules of
eiRei eiRej ejRej
. Hence the implication follows. 
Lemma 4.8. Let R be a ring with almost self-duality. Then there exist bimodules R2U1R1 , R3U2R2,
. . . , Rp+1UpRp defining a Morita duality with R1 = Rp+1 = R and complete sets {ei1, . . . , ein} of
orthogonal primitive idempotents for Ri such that soc(ei+1,jUi) ∼= top(eijRi) and e1j = ep+1,j
for each 1 i  p and 1 j  n.
Proof. Let {f1, . . . , fm} be a basic set of orthogonal primitive idempotents for R, let f =∑m
j=1 fj and let S = fRf . Then the basic ring S of R also has an almost self-duality. By using a
similar way of the proof of [17, Lemma 1.2], there exist bimodules Si+1ViSi (1 i  p) defining
a Morita duality with S1 = Sp+1 = S and complete sets {fij | 1  j  m} of orthogonal prim-
itive idempotents for Si such that soc(fi+1,j Vi) ∼= top(fij Si) and f1j = fp+1,j = fj for each
1 i  p and 1 j m.
For the non-basic case, let {gjk | 1  j  m,1  k  tj } be a complete set of orthog-
onal primitive idempotents for R such that each gjkR ∼= fjR. For each 1  i  p, let
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faithfully balanced (Ri, Si)-bimodules that are finitely generated projective generators on both
left- and right-hand sides. Furthermore, let Ui = Pi+1 ⊗Si+1 HomSi (Pi,Vi) for 1 i  p. Then
Ui are (Ri+1,Ri)-bimodules that define a Morita duality. Let eijk be the idempotents of Ri cor-
responding to the composites of the j th projections Pi → (fij Si)(tj ) for 1 j m and the kth
projections (fij Si)(tj ) → fijSi for 1 k  tj . Then it is routine to see that R1 = Rp+1 ∼= R and
{eijk | 1  j  m, 1  k  tj } are required complete sets of orthogonal primitive idempotents
for Ri . 
Lemma 4.9. Let R be a ring with almost self-duality. Assume that R has finite ideal lattice.
(1) For every proper ideal I of R, the factor ring R/I has an almost self-duality and finite ideal
lattice.
(2) Every diagonally complete subring R′ of R has an almost self-duality and finite ideal lattice.
Proof. Let {e1, . . . , en} be a complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents for R. Let R1 = R.
By Lemma 4.8, there exist a positive integer p, bimodules Ri+1UiRi (i = 1,2, . . .) defining a
Morita duality, and complete sets {ei1, . . . , ein} of orthogonal primitive idempotents for Ri such
that Rp+i = Ri , ep+i,j = eij and soc(ei+1,jUi) ∼= top(eijRi) for each i  1 and 1 j  n. We
may assume e1j = ej for each 1 j  n. Let Rijk = eijRieik and Uikj = ei+1,kUieij . Then Rijk
are (Rijj ,Rikk)-bimodules and Uikj are (Ri+1,kk,Rijj )-bimodules. Let Ψijk = lRi+1,jk lUikj . By
Lemma 1.1(3) Ψijk is a lattice isomorphism from L(Rijj RijkRikk ) onto L(Ri+1,jj Ri+1,jkRi+1,kk ).
Put Ψjk = Ψpjk · · ·Ψ1jk . Then Ψjk are lattice automorphisms of L(R1jj R1jkR1kk ). Since the
lattices L(R1jj R1jkR1kk ) are finite by assumption and Lemma 4.7, the orders of the automor-
phisms Ψjk are finite and hence there exists a positive integer q such that (Ψjk)q = 1 for each
1  j , k  n. Therefore, replacing p by pq , we may assume that the lattice automorphisms
Ψjk are the identity maps. Let Ai =⊕nj=1 eijRieij for i  1. For any (Ai,Ai)-subbimodule Xi
of Ri , we define an (Ai+1,Ai+1)-subbimodule of Ri+1 by Φi(Xi) =⊕j,k Ψijk(eijXieik). Put
Φ = Φp · · ·Φ1. Then Φ(X1) =⊕j,k Ψjk(X1) for any (A1,A1)-subbimodule X1 of R1 and Φ is
a mapping from the set of (A1,A1)-subbimodules of R1 to itself.
(1) Let Ii be a proper ideal of Ri . Using a similar way of the proof of Lemma 1.9, we see that
Φi(Ii) = lRi+1 lUi (Ii). Hence Ri/Ii is right Morita dual to Ri+1/Φi(Ii) by [31, Corollary 2.5].
Thus, for a proper ideal I of R = R1, R/I is right almost Morita dual to R/Φ(I). Now, since all
Ψjk are the identity maps, Φ is also the identity map. Therefore R/I has an almost self-duality.
It is also clear that R/I has finite ideal lattice.
(2) We may assume that ⊕ni=1 eiRei ⊂ R′. Using Theorem 1.5, we can show that R′ has an
almost self-duality by a similar way of the proof of (1). It follows from Lemma 4.7 that R′ has
finite ideal lattice. 
Now we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.10. Let R be a left quasi-Harada ring with finite ideal lattice. Then R has an almost
self-duality.
Proof. Since R has finite ideal lattice, the rings Γ i(R) of Theorem 3.13 have finite ideal lattice.
Thus the statement follows from Lemma 4.9 and Theorem 3.13. 
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Thus we have the following.
Corollary 4.11. Let R be a left quasi-Harada ring of finite representation type. Then R has an
almost self-duality.
We shall obtain another application of Theorem 4.10 in the final section. (See Theorem 5.2.)
5. Self-duality of locally distributive rings
As we treated in Section 2, an artinian ring R is locally distributive if each of indecomposable
projective left R-modules and indecomposable projective right R-modules are distributive. There
is the class of exact artinian rings, which contains locally distributive rings. A bimodule SMR is
said to be exact if M has a composition series of subbimodules such that each composition factor
is a balanced bimodule. A ring R is said to be exact if the regular bimodule RRR is exact. Every
locally distributive ring is exact [31, Theorem 15.10]. Azumaya conjectured that every exact
artinian ring has a self-duality. However, even the self-duality for locally distributive rings is still
open. (See [31, Sections 13, 14 and 15] for exact rings and locally distributive rings.) In the final
section we investigate (good and almost) self-duality for locally distributive rings.
Left quasi-Harada rings are right QF-2. The following lemma shows that the converse holds
for locally distributive rings.
Lemma 5.1. Every locally distributive right QF-2 ring R is a left quasi-Harada ring.
Proof. Let e be a primitive idempotent of R. Since R is right QF-2, eR has simple essential socle
and E(eR) is indecomposable injective. Then E(eR) is distributive by [31, Theorem 15.17] and
hence eR is quasi-injective by [31, Proposition 15.9] and Lemma 2.1(i). Therefore R is a left
quasi-Harada ring. 
Every locally distributive right QF-2 ring is a left quasi-Harada ring with finite ideal lattice by
Lemmas 5.1, 3.16 and 4.7. Thus we have the following result from Theorem 4.10.
Theorem 5.2. Every locally distributive right QF-2 ring has an almost self-duality.
The theorem above seems a partial evidence for the conjecture of the self-duality of locally
distributive rings. We shall prove the self-duality for certain locally distributive right QF-2 rings.
Let R be a locally distributive ring. Then we know from Lemma 3.16 that L(eReeReeRe) is
a chain for each primitive idempotent e of R. We also note from [31, Theorem 15.12] that if R
has homogeneous right socle (that is, soc(RR) is homogeneous), then R is right QF-2. Thus by
Theorem 4.6 and Lemma 5.1, every locally distributive ring with homogeneous right socle has
a good self-duality. Including this, we now state self-duality of some locally distributive right
QF-2 rings.
Theorem 5.3. Let R be a locally distributive right QF-2 ring with basic set {e1, . . . , en} of or-
thogonal primitive idempotents such that HomR(top(eiR),R) = 0 iff 1 i  k.
(1) If k  2, then R has a good self-duality.
(2) If n 3, then R has a self-duality.
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the idempotents of a basic set of orthogonal primitive idempotents for S. We have n(S) 2 by
assumption. If n(S) = 1, then S is a local serial ring. Thus S has a good self-duality. Assume
n(S) = 2. Since S is locally distributive, eSe is local serial for each non-zero proper (that is,
primitive) idempotent e of S. Thus it follows from [24, Corollary 2] that S has a Nakayama
automorphism. Hence by [16, Proposition 2.1] S has a weakly symmetric self-duality, which is a
good self-duality by [11, Proposition 4.1]. Therefore by Theorem 4.5 R has a good self-duality.
(2) Assume n  3. If k = n, then R is locally distributive right QF-2 right Kasch and hence
R is QF by Lemma 3.8. Thus R has a self-duality. If k < n, then k  2 and hence R has a good
self-duality by (1). 
As we often mentioned, every serial ring has a (weakly symmetric) self-duality. Many ring-
theorists had tried to show this result. The weakly symmetric self-duality of serial rings is proved
by F. Dischinger and W. Müller [9]. However J. Waschbüsch [29] pointed out that the self-duality
of serial rings had been claimed earlier by I.K. Amdal and F. Ringdal [1]. Though J.K. Haack
did not succeed to prove the self-duality of serial rings, he showed a partial important result
[11, Theorem 3.3] that every serial QF ring has a weakly symmetric (good) self-duality. In [20]
and [15] K. Oshiro and J. Kado notice that the relationship between left Harada rings and QF
rings induces the self-duality of serial rings by combining the result of J.K. Haack. Recently
P.N. Ánh [3] gives another proof of the self-duality of serial rings. He also reduce the existence
of good self-duality for serial rings to that for serial QF rings by using endomorphism rings of
injective hulls of serial rings as a right module. In the following theorem, we show that every
locally distributive right serial ring has a good self-duality. Since serial rings are locally distrib-
utive, this theorem generalizes the (good) self-duality of serial rings. However our approach is
also based on the line of K. Oshiro and J. Kado and is similar to that of P.N. Ánh. In particular,
we also reduce the existence of good self-duality for locally distributive right serial rings to that
for serial QF rings.
Theorem 5.4. Every locally distributive right serial ring R has a good self-duality.
Proof. We remark that R is left quasi-Harada by Lemma 5.1. Let S = Γ m(R) be the QF ring of
Theorem 4.5. Since R is right serial, so is S. Thus S must be serial because S is QF. Therefore
S has a good self-duality by [11, Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 4.1] and hence R has a good
self-duality by Theorem 4.5 
Remark 5.5. (1) As is similar to Theorem 5.4, we can show that every left or right serial left
quasi-Harada ring has a good self-duality. However, by Proposition 3.17, left or right serial left
quasi-Harada rings are indeed locally distributive.
(2) We cannot remove the locally distributivity in Theorem 5.4. Indeed, there exist local right
serial rings without self-duality (see [30]).
Investigating the self-duality of left Harada rings, J. Kado and K. Oshiro [15] showed that
the following are equivalent: (A) the existence of Nakayama isomorphism for every basic left
Harada ring; (B) the existence of Nakayama automorphism for every basic QF ring; and (C)
the existence of self-duality for every left Harada ring. It should be noted that the existences
of Nakayama isomorphism and weakly symmetric self-duality are equivalent for basic semiper-
fect rings [16, Proposition 2.1]. (We also note that J. Kraemer [18, Theorem 6.4] constructed
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constructed examples of Harada rings without self-duality.) By using the equivalence of (B) and
(C) (and the method of the proof), we can obtain several results about the self-duality for locally
distributive rings and exact artinian rings. For later use, we now state the proof of the implication
(C) ⇒ (B) and preliminary facts.
Let A be a basic QF ring with complete set {e1, . . . , em} of orthogonal primitive idempotents.
For each 1 i, j m, we define sets Rij of i × j matrices by
Rij = Mi×j (eiAej ) if i = j,
Rii =
{[akl]k,l ∈ Mi×i (eiAei) | akl ∈ rad(eiAei) if k > l} if i = j,
where Mi×j denote the sets of (i × j)-matrices. Then Rii are rings and Rij are (Rii,Rjj )-
bimodules. We define a matrix ring by
R =
⎡
⎣ R11 · · · R1m... ...
Rm1 · · · Rmm
⎤
⎦ .
Indeed R is an (n× n)-matrix ring, where n = 1 + 2 + · · · +m.
Lemma 5.6. Let A and R be as in above. Then
(1) R is a Harada ring.
(2) If R has a self-duality, then A has a weakly symmetric self-duality.
(3) If A is locally distributive, then so is R.
(4) If A is exact, then so is R.
Proof. (1) Let σ be the Nakayama permutation of A. That is, σ is a permutation of {1, . . . ,m}
such that soc(eσ(i)A) ∼= top(eiA) for each 1  i  m. Let B = A and let fi = eσ(i) for each
1 i m. As is similar to R, we define
Sij = Mi×j (fiBfj ) if i = j,
Sii =
{[bkl]k,l ∈ Mi×i (fiBfi) | bkl ∈ rad(fiBfi) if k > l} if i = j
and
S =
⎡
⎣ S11 · · · S1m... ...
Sm1 . . . Smm
⎤
⎦ .
For each 1 i m and 1 j  i, let gijj and hijj be the (j, j)-matrix units of the rings Rii and
Sii , respectively, and let
eij =
⎡
⎣0 · · · 0... gijj ...
⎤
⎦ ∈ R and fij =
⎡
⎣0 · · · 0... hijj ...
⎤
⎦ ∈ S.0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
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of orthogonal primitive idempotents for R and S, respectively. It follows from Theorem 1.5 that
there exists a bimodule SUR defining a Morita duality such that soc(fijU) ∼= top(eijR) for each
1 i m and 1 j  i.
It is easy from [2, Theorem 31.3] to see that E satisfies the conditions:
(i) ei1R is injective for each 1 i m,
(ii) eijR ∼= rad(ei,j−1R) for each 1 i m and 2 j  i,
(iii) Reii is injective for each 1 i m,
(iv) Reij ∼= rad(Rei,j+1) for each 1 i m and 1 j  i − 1.
Therefore R is a Harada ring. We remark that the set F also satisfies the similar conditions (i′)
to (iv′).
(2) Assume that R has a self-duality. Since R is right Morita dual to S, there exists a ring
isomorphism φ from R onto S. We may assume from [10, 18.23.5] that φ(E) = F . By the
conditions (i), (ii), (i′) and (ii′), we have series of monomorphisms
ei1R ← ei2R ← ·· · ← eiiR and fi1S ← fi2S ← ·· · ← fiiS
such that the image of each monomorphism coincide with radical. Noting that the lengths of the
series above differ for 1  i  m, we see that φ(eij ) = fij for each 1  i  m and 1  j  i.
Thus R has a weakly symmetric self-duality because the relations soc(fijU) ∼= top(eijR) hold
for each 1 i m and 1 j  i. Therefore A ∼= eRe also has a weakly symmetric self-duality
by Lemma 1.6(2), where e =∑mi=1 ei1.
(3) This follows from Lemma 3.16 immediately.
(4) Let J = rad(A) and define an m×m matrix ring by
T =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
A A · · · A A
J A · · · A A
...
...
...
...
J J · · · J A
⎤
⎥⎥⎦= {[aij ]i,j ∈ Mm×m(A) | aij ∈ J if i > j}.
We claim that if AXA is a simple balanced bimodule, then
Y = [X X · · · X ] = M1×m(X)
is an exact (A,T )-bimodule. Indeed Y is an (A,T )-bimodule by usual matrix product. Let
Yj = [0 · · · 0 X · · · X ] =
{[xi]1im ∈ Y | xi = 0 if i < j}
for 1  j  m + 1. Since AXA is a simple bimodule, XJ = 0 and hence Yj are (A,T )-
subbimodules of Y . Then
Y = Y1 > · · · > Ym > Ym+1 = 0
is a composition series of the (A,T )-bimodule Y such that each composition factor is a simple
balanced bimodule. Thus Y is an exact bimodule. Using the claim, we see from [31, Lemma 15.5
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tent f of T such that R ∼= f Tf . Hence, by [31, Lemma 15.5 and Theorem 15.6] again, if A is
exact, then so does R. 
We can now obtain the following result, which states necessary conditions for the conjecture
of the self-duality for locally distributive rings to be affirmative.
Theorem 5.7. The following are equivalent:
(A) Every locally distributive right QF-2 ring has a good self-duality (weakly symmetric self-
duality).
(B) Every locally distributive QF ring has a good self-duality (weakly symmetric self-duality).
(C) Every locally distributive Harada ring has a self-duality.
Proof. We remark that the existences of weakly symmetric self-duality and good self-duality are
equivalent for locally distributive rings [11, Proposition 4.1].
(A) ⇒ (C). Since Harada rings are right QF-2, the implication is trivial.
(C) ⇒ (B). Let A be a basic locally distributive QF ring and let R be the locally distributive
Harada ring of Lemma 5.6. If (C) is true, then R has a self-duality and hence A has a weakly
symmetric self-duality by Lemma 5.6.
(B) ⇒ (A). This follows from Theorems 4.5. 
By using the theorem above and Lemma 5.6, we can show the equivalence of the self-duality
and weakly symmetric self-duality for locally distributive rings (exact artinian rings).
Corollary 5.8. The following are equivalent:
(A) Every locally distributive ring has a good self-duality (weakly symmetric self-duality).
(B) Every locally distributive ring has a self-duality.
Proof. (A) ⇒ (B). Trivial.
(B) ⇒ (A). Assume that every locally distributive ring has a self-duality. Then by Theo-
rem 5.7 every locally distributive QF ring has a good self-duality. Let R be a locally distributive
ring. By assumption R has a self-duality. Thus there exists a bimodule RUR that defines a self-
duality. Let S = R × R be the product ring and let V = U ⊕ U be the direct sum of additive
groups. Then V becomes an (S,S)-bimodule defined by (u1, u2)(a1, a2) = (u1a1, u2a2) and
(a1, a2)(u1, u2) = (a2u1, a1u2) for all a1, a2 ∈ R and u1, u2 ∈ U . The bimodule SVS defines
a self-duality and hence the trivial extension T = S  V of S by V is a QF ring [31, Theo-
rem 10.7]. Since R is locally distributive, all indecomposable projective left and right R-modules
and all indecomposable injective left and right R-modules are distributive. Using this fact and
Lemma 3.16, we see that T is locally distributive. Thus, as we mentioned above, T has a good
self-duality. Therefore R ∼= eT e also has a good self-duality, where e is the idempotent of T
corresponding to the idempotent (1,0) ∈ S. 
Corollary 5.9. The following are equivalent:
(A) Every exact artinian ring has a weakly symmetric self-duality.
(B) Every exact artinian ring has a self-duality.
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(B) ⇒ (A). Assume that every exact artinian ring has a self-duality. As is similar to the proof
of Theorem 5.7, every exact QF ring has a weakly symmetric self-duality by Lemma 5.6. Let R be
an exact artinian ring. By assumption, R has a self-duality and there exists a bimodule RUR that
defines a self-duality. Then RUR is an exact bimodule by [31, Theorem 14.1]. Let S = R × R,
V = U ⊕ U and T = S  V be the same as in the proof of Corollary 5.8. Clearly the (S,S)-
bimodule V is also exact. Since S and V are exact (S,S)-bimodules, there exist composition
series
S = S0 > · · · > Sm−1 > Sm = 0 and V = V0 > · · · > Vn−1 > Vn = 0
of S and V , respectively, such that each composition factor is a balanced bimodule. Then
T = (S0,V ) > · · · > (Sm,V ) = (0,V ) = (0,V0) > · · · > (0,Vn) = 0
is a composition series of ideals of T such that each composition factor is a balanced (T ,T )-
bimodule. Thus T is an exact QF ring. Therefore, as we noted above, T has a weakly sym-
metric self-duality and hence R has a weakly symmetric self-duality (see the proof of Corol-
lary 5.8). 
Let R be a basic QF ring with complete set {e1, . . . , en} of orthogonal primitive idempo-
tents. Then there exists a permutation σ of {1, . . . , n} such that soc(eσ(i)R) ∼= top(eiR) for
each 1  i  n. This permutation σ is called a Nakayama permutation of R. We say that a
ring automorphism α of R is a Nakayama automorphism of R if the restriction of α induces
a Nakayama permutation. The existences of Nakayama automorphism and weakly symmetric
self-duality are equivalent for basic QF rings [16, Proposition 2.1]. As is well known, Nakayama
permutations of indecomposable basic serial QF rings are cyclic or identity. Conversely, for any
cyclic permutation σ , there exist indecomposable basic serial QF rings with Nakayama permu-
tation σ . Particularly K. Oshiro and S.H. Rim [24] construct and study the important class of
skew matrix rings, which contains serial QF rings with cyclic Nakayama permutation. The re-
striction of Nakayama permutations of indecomposable basic serial QF rings seems essential
for the existence of weakly symmetric self-duality (see [11, Theorem 3.3]). Concerning these
situations, K. Oshiro present the problem whether there exists an indecomposable QF ring R
with Nakayama permutation σ for any permutation σ . Concluding this paper, we give an exam-
ple of indecomposable locally distributive QF rings that realize any non-cyclic permutation as a
Nakayama permutation. We note that M. Hoshino [13] independently construct such examples
of QF rings in more general setting.
Example 5.10. Let σ be a non-cyclic permutation of I = {1, . . . , n} with n 2. We can construct
an indecomposable locally distributive QF ring with Nakayama permutation σ . The set I is a
disjoint union of the orbits of σ , where a non-empty subset H of I is an orbit of σ if H =
{σ t (i) | t = 0,1, . . .} for any i ∈ H . Since σ is non-cyclic, σ has at least two orbits. For i ∈ I , let
o(i) denote the orbit of σ containing i. We define a quiver Q with vertex set I as the following
way: for each i, j ∈ I , there is no arrow from i to j if o(i) = o(j) and there is exactly one arrow
αji from i to j if o(i) = o(j). Since σ has at least two orbits, Q is a connected quiver. For any
field K , we define a set of relations X = X1 ∪X2 ∪X3 of Q by
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{
ασ(i)jαji − ασ(i)j ′αj ′i | i ∈ I, j, j ′ ∈ I \ o(i)
}
,
X2 =
{
αkjαji | i ∈ I, j ∈ I \ o(i), k ∈ I \ o(j) with k = σ(i)
}
,
X3 =
{
αlkαkjαji | i ∈ I, j ∈ I \ o(i), k ∈ I \ o(j), l ∈ I \ o(k)
}
.
Let R = KQ/〈X〉 be the factor algebra of the path algebra KQ. Then it is routine to see that R is
an indecomposable locally distributive QF algebra with Nakayama permutation σ . Clearly R has
Loewy length 3, i.e., (rad(R))3 = 0 and (rad(R))2 = 0. For each orbit H of σ , let eH =∑i∈H ei ,
where ei are the idempotents of R corresponding to the vertices i. It is also easy to see that
eHReH is an indecomposable serial QF ring of Loewy length 2.
We illustrate the example by a simple one. Let I = {1,2,3} and let σ be the permutation of I
such that σ(1) = 1, σ(2) = 3, σ(3) = 2. Then the quiver Q is
2
α12
1
α21
α31
3
α13
and the set of relations X = X1 ∪X2 ∪X3 (removing irredundant paths) is defined by
X1 = {α12α21 − α13α31},
X2 = {α21α12, α31α13},
X3 = {α31α12α21, α12α21α13}.
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